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BULLETIN DO’S and DON’TS

Oh, bulletins. Many of us dream of getting rid of them, or at least digitizing them. And yet, 
somehow, most of us simply cannot let them go. Since we’re stuck with them for now, let’s make 
sure they serve our church well. To be clear, by “church” I don’t mean our staff and ministry 
leaders; I mean the people the people out there. In the seats. Reading the things. (Hopefully.)

To make the most of your bulletin, consider these do’s and don’ts:

CONTENT
 � DO know the purpose of your bulletin. See this month’s resource, “Bulletins: A 

Minimalist’s Perspective.”
 � DO tweak repeated announcements, at least a little bit, so people aren’t reading the exact 

same thing from week to week.
 � DO dedicate a good chunk of real estate to your guests and answer some FAQs.
 � DO think about your bulletin as a discipleship tool, not just a communication channel.
 � DO coordinate verbal announcements and bulletin announcements. “Hey, if you’re new 

to Crosshaven, we’d love to have you join us next week for Coffee and Questions. You’ll 
find all the details in the bulletin.”

 � DO point people to your website for additional information.

 � DON’T promote activities not sponsored by your church, such as youth sports 
organizations, school fundraisers, and so on.

 � DON’T repeat announcements for more than three consecutive weeks.
 � DON’T over-insert. See this month’s resource, “To Insert or Not to Insert.”

COPY
 � DO limit your words so the content is easily digestible. And carefully choose your words 

so the content is compelling enough to inspire action.
 � DO provide important details about announcements you include: date, time, location, 

child care, and so on.
 � DO include specific and complete calls to action (CTA) with every announcement. 
 � DO edit carefully. Every time. Every word. See this month’s resource, “Proofreading 

Checklist.”

 � DON’T overuse the word need. Go for invitation and inspiration instead of desperation. 
“We’re welcoming new children’s ministry volunteers,” sends a different message than, 
“We need people to step up.”

 � DON’T use too many exclamation points. Next month’s pancake breakfast just isn’t that 
exciting.

 � DON’T use insider language or acronyms. Most of the people reading your bulletin are 
guests, and they may not know what a narthex is or what UMW means.



PROCESS
 � DO let your communication guidelines decide what’s “bulletin worthy.” 
 � DO have a communication request process. See this month’s resource, “How to Get What 

You Need for Your Bulletin.”
 � When you approve a ministry leader’s request, DO let them know when they can expect 

to see their announcement. If they know they’ll be benefiting from churchwide promotion 
on a particular date, they can engage in their own promotional efforts around that same 
time. Plus, they can prepare their team to follow up with people who respond to the 
announcement.

 � If you have to deny a ministry leader’s request, DON’T simply ignore them. Let them 
know why, and talk through other promotional options.

 � DON’T be overly rigid with your guidelines. For example, you can still approve a late 
bulletin request if you have the margin to process it. 

 � DON’T get the guilts about saying “no” when you have to. You’ve worked hard to develop 
appropriate and reasonable guidelines, and it’s perfectly acceptable to follow them.

DESIGN
 � DO fall in love—and stay in love—with whitespace. If your bulletin is wall-to-wall text, 

it’ll feel overwhelming.
 � DO choose fonts well. (Read: DON’T use Comic Sans. Or Papyrus. Or Bleeding 

Cowboys.)
 � DO stay simple with your color palette. 

 � DON’T get overly obsessed with size, color, and visual design.
 � DON’T completely neglect the visual design, though. It’s not necessary to have a 

frameable, original design every week, but it’s also good to avoid cheesy clip art. 
 � DON’T spend ridiculous amounts of money printing your bulletin. Most of them will be 

recycled.
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